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Screening Luggage for Explosives 

or the Human Body for Disease or Injury, 

Analogic Technology is 

Protecting and Prolonging Human Life Worldwide



Analogic, known for engineering invention and innovation, is widely recognized as a world leader

in the design and manufacture of advanced imaging equipment for Original Equipment Manufacturers

(OEMs).  Thirty years ago the Company made a major contribution to the emerging field of non-invasive, diag-

nostic medical imaging when it invented “instant imaging” Computed Tomography (CT) for a major internation-

al OEM. Analogic quickly became the world’s leading OEM supplier of CT Data Acquisition Systems (DASs).

As medical imaging evolved, Analogic also became a leading supplier of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

power systems and, later, ultrasound transducers, enhancing its status as an OEM supplier of advanced med-

ical imaging subsystems and systems. 

Following the 1988 Pan Am Lockerbie plane bombing, a major defense contractor sought the Company’s ex-

pertise to develop a CT-based automatic Explosives Detection System (EDS) to screen checked luggage

for aircraft. Analogic conceived the EXplosive Assessment Computed Tomography (EXACT™) system – the

world’s first luggage scanner able to provide 3-D images of all the contents of a bag. The EXACT is the heart

of our customer’s government-certified automatic EDS. Since the terrorist attacks of 9/11, approximately 700

EDSs incorporating the Company’s EXACT technology have been deployed at major airports around the

world, and Analogic has become recognized as a leading OEM supplier of advanced aviation security imag-

ing equipment. Analogic products are used worldwide today to protect air travelers, and to detect, diagnose

and treat disease and injury in hospitals, imaging centers, and clinicians’ offices. In this report, we share

with you some of the new products and technology the Company has introduced over the past year and

some of the major product developments underway as we strive to enhance our status as “The World

Resource for Health and Security Technology.”

2006 2005

Revenues $351,445 $326,479

Pretax Income from continuing operations 4,600 34,659

Net Income 25,066 28,862

Earnings per Share: Basic $ 1.83 $ 2.13

Earnings per Share: Diluted $ 1.81 $ 2.12

Financial Highlights
For the Fiscal Years Ended July 31, 2006 and 2005
(in thousands, except per share data)

A n n u a l  R e p o r t



Safe Harbor Statement

This report may contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events or the future financial performance
of the Company that involve risks and uncertainties. Readers are cautioned that these forward-looking statements are only predic-
tions and may differ materially from actual future events or results. Readers are referred to the “Risk Factors” section of the 
accompanying Annual Report on Form 10-K, which identifies important risk factors that could cause actual results to differ from
those contained in the forward-looking statements, including risks associated with dependence on new product offerings, competi-
tion, patents, intellectual property and licensing, future growth, rapid technological and market change, manufacturing and sourcing,
acquisition strategy, international operations, volatility of stock price, financial risk management, and potential volatility in operating
results, among others.

ANALOGIC CORPORATION & SUBSIDIARIES

Years Ended July 31,

2006 2005 2004 2003 2002
Summary of Operations

Net revenue:
Product $323,486) $298,157) $275,777 $402,388) $237,396 
Engineering 17,859) 19,168) 20,081 20,856) 26,499 
Other 10,100) 9,154) 8,347 8,410) 9,563

Total net revenue 351,445) 326,479) 304,205 431,654) 273,458 

Gross margin 121,135) 123,390) 119,257 177,157) 82,221

Income (loss) from operations (5,249) 1,203) 7,463 73,641 1,113

Net income 25,066) 28,862) 8,354 49,531) 2,655 

Net income per common share:
Basic $1201.83) $$122.13) $$120.62) $1243.74) $1240.20 
Diluted $121.81) $122.12) $120.62) 1243.70) 1240.20

Cash dividends declared per
common share (1) $$120.38) $$120.32) $$120.32) $1240.32) $1240.29

Number of common shares: 
Basic 13,704) 13,566) 13,463 13,251) 13,129 
Diluted 13,853) 13,619) 13,519 13,394) 13,194

Financial Position
Cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities $258,237) $220,454) $176,637 $177,961) $181,789

Working capital 334,955) 300,027) 263,493 262,524) 223,702 

Total assets 488,645) 496,705) 452,822 457,417) 438,639

Long-term liabilities 840) 914) 998 8,687) 6,661  

Stockholders’ equity 431,925) 399,157) 367,167 356,090) 302,000 

(1) A dividend of $0.08 per share was declared for the first quarter of fiscal 2006, and dividends of $0.10 per share were declared
for each of the subsequent three quarters of fiscal 2006. Dividends of $0.08 per share were declared for each of the quarters of fis-
cal 2005. The policy of the Company is to retain sufficient earnings to provide funds for the operation and expansion of its business.

Common Stock Market Prices

The Company’s Common Stock trades on the NASDAQ Global Select Market under the symbol: ALOG. The following table sets forth
the high and low sales prices per share of the Common Stock, as reported by the NASDAQ Global Select Market, for each quarterly
period indicated in the table below:

NASDAQ Stock Market

Fiscal 2006 Fiscal 2005

8/1/05 — 7/31/06 8/1/04 — 7/31/05

High Low High Low
First Quarter (8/1 — 10/31) $53.00 $46.00 $45.02 $39.26
Second Quarter (11/1 — 1/31) 56.76 44.95 46.71 40.25
Third Quarter (2/1 — 4/30) 67.48 52.75 44.67 40.25
Fourth Quarter (5/1 — 7/31) 65.10 43.78 51.96 40.95

As of September 29, 2006, there were approximately 1,063 holders of record of the Common Stock.

Selected Financial Data (in thousands, except per share data)

Founded in 1967 ALOG (NASDAQ)

Included in Standard & Poor’s 

SmallCap 600 Index

Analogic’s headquarters and main manufac-

turing facilities are located in Peabody, 

Massachusetts. We also have subsidiaries 

in Peabody and Wilmington, Massachusetts;

State College, Pennsylvania; Saint-Laurent,

Quebec, Canada; and Herlev, Denmark.



of imaging subsystems to Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). Sales of advanced multi-slice Data

Acquisition Systems (DASs) for Computed Tomography (CT), Flat-Panel Detectors (FPDs) for Digital Radi-

ography (DR), and ultrasound systems and subsystems were up significantly. Both our B-K Medical and

Sound Technology subsidiaries enjoyed a record year in terms of units sold and revenue. Revenues from

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) power systems were down from a very strong performance in fiscal 2005. 

Security Technology Product revenues were $64.3 million, up $5.7 million or 10%, due to the shipment of

30 more EXplosive Assessment Computed Tomography (EXACT™) systems than in fiscal 2005. These sys-

tems are supplied to our OEM customer, who incorporates the EXACT into its explosives detection systems,

installed at approximately half the major airports in the United States and at many airports overseas.

Several areas did not perform as well as expected. Sales of direct digital radiography detectors were up

substantially for the year but, along with sales of digital radiography systems by our ANEXA subsidiary, were

still well below expectations. Our medical CT business also performed well below expectations. During the

year the Company conducted an in-depth review of certain of our businesses. This eventually led to the sale

of our Camtronics Medical Systems subsidiary, a developer of cardiac image and information management

systems, to Emageon, Inc., on November 1, 2005, for $40 million in cash. In July 2006 the Company’s SKY

Computers subsidiary was closed, and the Company also took writedowns in ending two medical CT pro-
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Fellow Shareholders

Revenues for the year ended July 31, 2006, were $351.4 million, compared with the prior year’s

revenues of $326.5 million, an increase of 8%. Net income from continuing operations for the twelve-month

period was $4.6 million, or $0.33 per diluted share, compared with $34.7 million, or $2.54 per diluted share,

for the same period a year ago, a decrease of $30.1 million. During the twelve-month period ended July 31,

2006, the Company recorded asset impairment charges of $14.9 million related to the writedown of certain

assets to their net realizable value. During the year the Company also realized a net gain of $20.2 million,

or $1.46 per diluted share, from the sale of its Camtronics Medical Systems subsidiary to Emageon, Inc. As

a result of the sale the Company classified the Camtronics business as a discontinued operation and recast

its financial statements accordingly. During the prior fiscal year the Company had recorded a pre-tax gain

of $43.8 million from the sale of its 14.6% equity interest in Cedara Software Corporation of Mississauga,

Ontario, Canada. 

Net income attributable to discontinued operations, the cumulative effect of a change in accounting princi-

ple, and the gain on disposal of discontinued operations for the twelve months ended July 31, 2006, was

$20.5 million or $1.48 per diluted share. This compares to a net loss from discontinued operations of $5.8

million, or a loss of $0.42 per diluted share, for the prior year.

Net income for the twelve months ended July 31, 2006, was $25.1 million, or $1.81 per diluted share, com-

pared to a net income of $28.9 million, or $2.12 per diluted share, for the same period a year earlier. Our

balance sheet remained strong with cash and marketable securities of $258 million on July 31, 2006, and

in the second quarter the board increased the quarterly dividend 25% to $0.10 per share. Medical Technol-

ogy Product revenues for 2006 were $267.2 million, up $20.4 million or 8%, due primarily to increased sales
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Sincerely,

Edmund F. Becker, Jr.

President and Chief Operating Officer

December 1, 2006

Sincerely,

John W. Wood Jr.

Chief Executive Officer

December 1, 2006

During the fiscal year and subsequently, several significant management changes were implemented. In

November 2005, Dr. Edmund Becker was appointed Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer

of the Company. Ed had previously served 27 years as the VP and General Manager of our Imaging Sub-

systems group, the core of our OEM business. In November 2006, the Board of Directors was informed that

I, John Wood, intended to retire as CEO and as a Director effective December 31, 2006. Dr. Becker conse-

quently was appointed President and Chief Operating Officer. The Board also requested Founder Bernard

Gordon to serve as Executive Chairman of the Company and appointed him in that capacity on an interim

basis as it conducts a search for a new CEO.  

In conclusion, as you read this report we hope that you will share our belief that, in this time of transition,

the Company will continue to enhance its opportunities for long-term growth as “The World Resource for

Health and Security Technology.”

grams. We continue to carefully review operations, including R&D expenses, as we seek to improve our

overall operational profitability.

Many of our development programs have resulted in new products that we began shipping or introduced

this year. These include the LIFEGARD® II family of specialty non-invasive patient monitors, the LIFEGARD

Vue Central Alarm and Annunciation Station, and a wide-beam transducer and maternal Non-Invasive Blood

Pressure (NIBP) measurement for our FETALGARD Lite® family of fetal monitors. In September 2005 our

B-K Medical subsidiary introduced the Pro Focus 2202, a full-range, high-performance ultrasound scanner,

the primary platform for B-K Medical’s application-specific transducers and the company’s most successful

scanner to date. Our Sound Technology subsidiary introduced a number of new ultrasound transducers this

year, including two major probes for B-K Medical and the FETALGARD Lite wide-beam transducer.

Our first Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (FMT) system, designed to image and measure biological

processes at the molecular level, went into production for a start-up pioneer in optical medical imaging. It

is believed that molecular imaging might emerge as a major clinical technology during the next decade. Our

Anrad subsidiary in Montreal produced a record number of units. We invested several million dollars to

nearly double our manufacturing capacity there. A number of other medical development programs are well

underway. One is the PowerLink™, an innovative, non-contact system for transmitting power from a CT

gantry to its rotating disk. Another interesting new project is the design of a continual glucose monitor using

innovative microsensor/analyzer technology developed by our OEM customer.

Significant advances were also made in our security business. Since 2002, we have shipped more than 700

systems. This past year we continued to develop a family of advanced products to meet the evolving needs

of the aviation security market, as described in this report. Subsequent to the end of the year we received

a major order for more than $31 million in EXACT shipments through January 2008, and two smaller orders:

one from the TSA for five COBRA prototypes to be installed at the TSA and several airports as primary

screening equipment, beginning in January 2007; and another to install four AN6400 EXACT upgrade kits

for what we expect to be final field testing. 

The unsuccessful terrorist plot in the UK revealed in August 2006 focused considerable attention on the lim-

itations of conventional checkpoint technology and strained existing checked luggage screening capabilities

to the limit. Those challenges, to be compounded by the major increase in air passenger traffic expected

over the next five years, encourage us to believe that we are well positioned for significant growth in lug-

gage screening in the years ahead. 
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AIRLINE PASSENGER TRAFFIC IS EXPECTED TO INCREASE 30% BY 2012.  ANALOGIC HAS BEEN DEVELOPING 

ADVANCED SECURITY IMAGING SYSTEMS TO ADDRESS THIS GROWTH TO PROVIDE

HIGHER THROUGHPUT, IMPROVED DETECTION, FEWER FALSE ALARMS, AND FASTER ALARM RESOLUTION.



Major advances in aviation security are often event driven. The Pan Am Lockerbie plane bombing

in 1988 generated demands to screen checked luggage for explosives. As part of a government-funded

grant to develop a checked luggage screening system, Analogic developed the EXACT AN6000, the first

explosives detection multislice CT. The EXACT, which provides the data to generate 3-D images of all the

contents of a bag, is the heart of the L-3 government-certified eXaminer® 3DX EDS systems. The Al-Qaida

terrorist attacks of 9/11 triggered an act of the U.S. Congress to deploy certified, automatic EDSs to screen

checked luggage at every airport. To date, approximately 700 eXaminer 3DX systems have been deployed

in large airports in the U.S. and throughout the world. The U.S. Government recognized that the dramatic

growth forecast for airline passenger traffic would strain the limits of existing screening equipment and staff.

In 2003 the U.S. Transportation Security Administration (TSA) established the competitive Phoenix program

to help fund key development projects. Analogic received partial funding to design an upgrade to the exist-

ing luggage scanning system and also an entirely new-generation EDS. The Company developed the

EXACT AN6400, which was certified in 2005 and is expected to become a commercial product in mid-2007.

This system can scan over 550 bags per hour and has dual-energy detection capability – using an X-ray

source of varying energy levels – to improve threat detection and decrease the false alarm rate. The

AN6400 can be integrated into any automatic baggage-handling network for maximum efficiency or used in

a standalone mode. The upgrade is also available as a kit to upgrade systems in the field, enhancing and

preserving the significant investment in this equipment. 

A second Phoenix contract helped fund development of the XLB1100 (eXtra Large Bore) designed to meet

the anticipated needs of large airports generated by the dramatic increase in airline passenger traffic

expected over the next five years. The XLB has a 1-meter-plus-wide tunnel to accommodate large bags,
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ANALOGIC HAS DESIGNED TWO NEW EDS SYSTEMS TO HELP MANAGE THE EXPECTED GROWTH IN AIR TRAVEL.  THE KING COBRA

CAN BRING NEW LEVELS OF EFFICIENCY TO SMALL AIRPORTS; THE XLB TO LARGE AIRPORTS. 



automatic detection, and is designed to screen up to 1100 bags per hour. It employs dual-energy-detection

technology and PowerLink™, a proprietary, non-contact power transmission technology that improves de-

sign efficiency and reduces maintenance time and costs. Providing enhanced real-time, 2-D and 3-D

images of the contents of a bag for fast alarm resolution, the XLB is expected to provide the highest detec-

tion and lowest false alarm rates in the industry. The system should be submitted for certification in 2007

and become a commercial product in 2008. The TSA awarded a separate contract to Analogic in 2005 to

modify its Carry-On Baggage Real-time Assessment (COBRA™) checkpoint screening system into a small,

compact EDS for checked luggage to more efficiently meet the needs of small-to-mid-sized airports, replac-

ing labor-intensive trace detectors. The KING COBRA will scan over 300 bags per hour when used inline in

an automatic baggage handling system and over 200 bags per hour in standalone mode. Designed for rug-

ged environments, the KING COBRA features a large, 80-cm tunnel, automatic detection, and 3-D images

of all the contents of a bag, in real time. 

The foiled August 2006 UK terrorist plot reshaped perceptions regarding carry-on baggage or “checkpoint

screening.” Checkpoint systems should detect a wide array of threats, such as guns, knives, even small

quantities of explosives, and now liquids. Currently, airport checkpoint systems rely on trained operators to

visually detect potential threats in carry-on bags, using limited, decades-old, 2-D X-ray technology. Analogic

had begun applying its knowledge of high-speed volumetric CT scanning and detection algorithms to check-

point security as early as 2002, when it independently conceived and began developing the COBRA to auto-

matically detect a wide variety of threats in addition to explosives. In 2005 the Company received a contract

under the TSA’s new CAMBRIA program for advanced checkpoint technology to extend the capabilities of

the first COBRA prototypes. Today’s COBRA, with an 80-cm tunnel to accommodate large bags, can screen

more than 400 bags or bins per hour. Because it is volumetric, passengers will not have to remove comput-

ers from carrying cases, saving time and increasing throughput and passenger convenience. Unlike current

checkpoint systems, detection can be automatic; the operator only needs to review bags that have been

alarmed. The COBRA’s high-resolution 2-D and 3-D color images help resolve such alarms quickly. The sys-

tem also includes an innovative automatic bin return system. Designed in easy-to-access modules, the

COBRA can be serviced quickly and easily to help keep busy checkpoint lanes up and running. The

COBRA’s automatic detection capabilities, high throughput, compact size, and comparably low cost should

extend its applications to surface transportation and other checkpoint portals, such as in financial institu-

tions, courthouses, and military bases. The system is expected to be submitted for TSA approval in the first

quarter of calendar 2007, and could be available in production quantities in the second half of the year. 

With the AN6400, the XLB, the KING COBRA, and the COBRA, the Company believes it has a broad portfolio

of products to meet the growing needs for screening checked and checkpoint luggage for years to come.

THE COBRA CHECKPOINT SYSTEM AUTOMATICALLY DETECTS AND PROVIDES 3-D IMAGES OF THREATS. AS SHOWN, A POTENTIAL

EXPLOSIVE (orange box)  AND A LIQUID CONTAINER (b lue box & le f t )  NOW PROHIBITED IN CARRY-ON HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED.
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EXTREME CARE IS TAKEN IN STRINGENT CLEAN ROOM ENVIRONMENTS TO MANUFACTURE THE 

HIGHEST QUALITY X-RAY DETECTORS FOR FLUOROSCOPY, MAMMOGRAPHY, 

AND OTHER DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY APPLICATIONS AND COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEMS.



Analogic has been a leading OEM supplier of advanced medical imaging subsystems for more

than 30 years. The Company developed the first commercial multislice CT DAS over a decade ago, and has

been developing proprietary Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) to continually improve multi-

slice DAS technology ever since. In 2003, leading DAS ASICs carried 2 data channels; today, 32 and 64

are the norm. Two years later we shipped the first true 64-slice DASs, with 55,000 data channels, acclaimed

for producing the best images in the industry. Recently, scalable Data Management Systems (DMSs), which

combine the X-ray detector arrays with the DAS in a single package, were introduced, increasing reliability

and reducing system integration time and cost for our OEM customers. The Company continues to invest

in diode, interconnect, and ASIC technology to remain at the forefront of CT development. This year the Com-

pany began shipping a DMS for the leading hybrid Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)/

CT system. We provide key CT subsystems for an innovative hybrid cancer therapy system that combines

real-time CT imaging with delivery of intensity-modulated radiation therapy. Analogic is extending its capa-

bilities in CT with PowerLink, a technology that transmits power from the gantry to the rotating disk without

physical contact. PowerLink will allow CT designers to dramatically reduce equipment volume and weight

on the gantry, enabling them to more easily place additional beam lines and, even more important, it can

significantly reduce maintenance time and cost. Already employed on the XLB1100 security scanner, even

more powerful 120 kW prototypes have been developed for future generations of medical scanners.

The Company’s expertise in analog power systems enabled it to become a leading supplier of power sys-

tems for MRI. Today, Analogic supplies solid-state Radio Frequency (RF) amplifiers for whole-body MRI sys-

tems ranging from the low field 0.3T (Tesla) systems popular in much of the third world, to the most ad-

vanced 3.0T systems that are emerging as a force in the U.S. market. This high-end growth is driving a de-
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ANALOGIC DEVELOPED A NEW MULTI-SLICE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (above)  FOR THE WORLD’S LEADING SPECT-CT SYSTEM. 

OUR 64-SLICE CT-DAS ENABLES WIDELY ACCLAIMED HIGH-RESOLUTION 3-D IMAGES, SUCH AS OF THE HEART, AND COLON (below).



mand for “multi-excite” MRI technology, which allows magnetic fields to be tailored to the individual patient.

Analogic is the only supplier of such solid-state, multi-excite RF amplifiers. The Company has also devel-

oped a complete line of liquid-cooled amplifiers, which provide greater stability, increased patient through-

put, and a longer lifetime, while reducing the size, cost, and noise of the amplifiers. 

Determined to apply its expertise in signal acquisition to the emerging field of digital radiography, in 1999

Analogic acquired what is now Anrad to develop Flat-Panel Detectors (FPDs) for Direct Digital Radiography

(DDR), using proprietary Selenium technology. These reusable plates capture the image data directly on an

amorphous Selenium substrate on a thin-film transistor array, providing high-resolution radiographs. Today,

Anrad produces two mammography detectors that provide the data for 3-D images of the breast, a 17" x 17"

detector that provides the largest image area for general radiography, and a 14" x 14" real-time FPD that takes

up to 30 images per second for fluoroscopic applications. 

Sound Technology Inc. (STI), a subsidiary acquired in 2002, is a leader in signal acquisition for medical ul-

trasound. STI is a leading OEM developer of clinical transducers, including convex, linear, curved linear,

and phased arrays, as well as Doppler probes and single transducers, for applications such as surgery, radi-

ology, cardiology, obstetrics, gynecology, and ophthalmology. 

Analogic has applied its extensive knowledge of signal acquisition and processing to the design and man-

ufacture of innovative complete systems for OEM customers. After inventing the first lightweight, mobile CT

scanner over a decade ago, the Company has supplied complete CT systems ranging from low-cost scan-

ners for developing countries to specialized volumetric scanners. It recently developed, and this year began

producing, a Fluorescence Molecular Tomography (FMT) system for an OEM customer to monitor biologi-

cal processes at the molecular level in small-animal research. Using the customer’s specialized optical

imaging agents, the system images molecular activity in the living animal, eliminating the need for invasive

surgery or the sacrifice of test animals to detect, characterize, and map disease in its earliest stages. The

system is being used initially to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of new drug compounds. 

Patient and fetal monitoring systems represent another area of Analogic’s technological leadership. The

Company supplies market-leading invasive and minimally invasive cardiac output monitors to an OEM cus-

tomer. This year the Company began developing instrumentation for continual monitoring of blood glucose

for a new OEM customer, using its innovative microanalysis sensor. Recent studies have shown that tight

glycemic control reduces morbidity and mortality in critically ill patients. This sensor platform will measure

total blood content to enable real-time medication therapy and provide significant cost savings in critical care.

Analogic’s LIFEGARD® Family of vital signs and specialty monitors addresses a growing demand for non-
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ANALOGIC DEVELOPED A DUAL-DETECTOR DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY SYSTEM (above)  FOR EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS AND BEGAN 

DEVELOPING A MINIMALLY INVASIVE,  CONTINUAL BLOOD ANALYSIS MONITOR (below) FOR CRITICAL CARE PATIENTS.



invasive monitoring in the hospital, physician’s office, and home. The LIFEGARD ICG and LIFEGARD II

monitors employ Impedance CardioGraphy (ICG), also known as NICO (Non-Invasive Cardiac Output), to

monitor cardiac output and other hemodynamic indices, enabling quicker, more accurate patient assess-

ment. A recent emergency department triage study concluded the “measurement of…(non-invasive cardiac

output) changed the initial diagnostic impression or treatment in 29% of patients.” The LIFEGARD II family

of monitors, developed for emergency and outpatient departments, continuously monitors heart rate, respi-

ration, blood pressure, oxygen and carbon dioxide levels, cardiac output, and temperature non-invasively.

The LIFEGARD Vue, introduced recently, is a central alarm annunciation and paging system, which facili-

tates continuous monitoring and helps alleviate critical staffing shortages. This year the Company also intro-

duced NIBP (Non-Invasive Blood Pressure) on the FETALGARD Lite® fetal monitors to track maternal blood

pressure, which is critical in managing high-risk pregnancies.

The demand for higher resolution images to enable better diagnosis and treatment is driving advances in

medical ultrasound as well. Analogic’s B-K Medical subsidiary is the leading end-user supplier of ultrasound

systems and transducers for urology and surgery. This year B-K Medical introduced the Pro Focus 2202

ultrasound console as its premier platform for a wide range of applications. Featuring an intuitive, easy-to-

use interface; seamless 3-D; quick image capture; contrast harmonic imaging; and a flat-panel LCD screen,

the Pro Focus offers over 20 versatile transducers and puncture guides to meet urologists’ and surgeons’

diverse needs. An innovator in surgical ultrasound, B-K Medical introduced two intraoperative, or surgical,

transducers this year. The 8814 offers unique, simultaneous biplane imaging capabilities, particularly impor-

tant in biopsy and other interventional procedures. Using two curved arrays, it enables surgeons to access

locations laterally and in elevation. The 8815 is an I-shaped transducer that shows a wide image in the near

field and features 3-D image capture for easier visualization of anatomical and pathological structures. A

leader in the prostate imaging and brachytherapy markets, B-K Medical is now offering Contrast-Enhanced

UltraSound (CEUS) with its abdominal, laparoscopic and intraoperative transducers, for liver scanning,

intervention, and ablation. In CEUS, an ultrasound contrast agent is injected into the patient to help the

operator differentiate between normal and abnormal (both benign and malignant) tissue on the screen.

CEUS should enable increased detection of lesions, ultimately leading to a better surgical outcome.
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THE PRO FOCUS 2202 IS B-K MEDICAL’S PREMIER ULTRASOUND SYSTEM FOR ITS ARRAY OF APPLICATION-SPECIFIC 

TRANSDUCERS, SUCH AS THE NEW 8814 SURGICAL BIPLANE TRANSDUCER.
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